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Dear Members, 

The BGA has confirmed that the Department for Transport and CAA have signalled two seater flying will be able to recommence from Saturday 4th July.  This
will allow two seater training to recommence in accordance with procedures that will be communicated in the coming days (we are awaiting detailed guidance
from DfT and CAA).

In the meantime the K21 cockpit barrier has been installed in our K21. This separates the front and rear cockpits into two separate compartments which permits
the glider to be flown by persons from different households under current DfT guidance for recreational aviation.

Therefore with effect from tomorrow Saturday 27th June our K21 FYV may be used for instructional purposes. Club procedures for use of the K21 with the
cockpit barrier are still being developed as I write and we will communicate them to you at the earliest opportunity. You can expect the mandatory use of face
coverings to feature in our club procedures for two seater training.

Whilst tomorrow's weather forecast looks unsuitable for training, Sunday's weather looks OK.  Greg our CFI has already signalled his priorities for returning
those members to flying who need two seater training and/or check flights and initially the priority will be the more experienced members who can reasonably
be expected to fly solo after a brief refresher. I would ask anybody who wishes to fly over the weekend to signal their desire to fly using the "Pilots coming to fly"
calendar function in Freeflight so that we can assess the likely demand for the K21 and manage it.

I am very pleased and excited that we can now look forward to offering flying opportunities to those members who so far have been grounded by the lockdown.

Andy Davis
Chairman
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